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/?experimental=7268000625480 Covery Tools to manage your illustration. CoveryTools-ProShow is a tool to convert, reduce, increase
volume, replace background, add effects, insert text, frame text, and select fragments. Note-Timer ProShow is a tool that allows you to track
changes. NO COVERY TEAM, PROGRAVITEAM PROSHOW are graphics management programs. They allow you to save a picture on
your computer and manage its display using the following programs: www.qualityonlineassets.org - open source software, developer tools

available for everyone. CleanPosterProSho , research and conscientiousness in practice. The purpose of this organization is to make a greater
impact on clients by helping them take better care of their finances. Changes in the innovation program management model, based on the
example of R&D aimed at implementing the industry modernization program, were made in three main areas: 1. Maintaining partnership
with production units through the formation of joint technologies and, as a result, through cooperation with the main production teams; 2.

Getting closer to customers by increasing the share of products produced under joint projects and by reducing the share of products for retail
sales; 3. Reduce risks by standardizing the innovation management process. After analyzing the results of the innovation process, an attempt

was made to understand how the innovation management center created in the company functions, what are its strengths and weaknesses, and
what are the further ways of its development. The study showed that the existing innovation process management system relies solely on the

legislative framework and supports production practices based on project work. As a result of the study, a clear idea was formulated about the
positive and negative features of the innovation business management system, which can be transferred to other organizations considered as
potential partners in the innovation program. The innovation management system should be based on common sense, it should be focused on
the common interests of employees and on long-term development planning. The management system cannot be focused on short-term, rigid
standards, because in this case it will not be flexible and a threat will be created to the sustainable innovative development of the company.

Thus, the main approaches to managing an innovative project are: 1. Innovation management (IM). 2. Innovation analysis (IN). 3. Delegation
of authority (DI), decision making and control (KO). 4. Monitoring (MO). 5. Development (RT). 6. Retrospective (RE). The main directions

of scientific and technical research and development are: subject research and search work on the creation of new types of products and
technologies that can be used in industry. The most common type of development is a new product project, which combines the following

processes: 1) creating databases;
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